Roles & Scenarios
Print and trim these scenarios and Pandemic role cards.
Pass them out at your next Pandemic Party!

GAMERS
As an action:
• Donate at PandemicParties.com or discard a card to move a pawn to a city with 3 cubes.
• Remove 1 Ebola (yellow) cube from any city. If you will host a Pandemic party, remove 2 cubes from it.

OUT OF AFRICA
A PANDEMIC SCENARIO for the Global Pandemic Party
Outbreaks are poised to explode out of Africa. The good news is that you begin with no red cubes on the board...

SETUP
Put disease cubes on the board as listed below and these 9 infection cards in the discard pile.
3 cubes: Khartoum, Kinshasa, Lagos
2 cubes: Johannesburg, Cairo, Algiers
1 cube: Baghdad, Madrid, Paris
Use the Celebrity Activist role, who, in this scenario, begins in Lagos, not Atlanta, and goes first.

WINNING AND LOSING
This scenario is won or lost normally.

PARTY HOST
Your Photo Here
• Energize other people: once per turn, on your turn, pick another player to take one action immediately.

CELEBRITY ACTIVIST
• Once per turn, as a free, bonus action, you may move to any city.
• You may not Discover a Cure.
• To Treat Disease you must use 2 actions (in one turn).

GAMERS
As an action:
• Donate at PandemicParties.com or discard a card to move a pawn to a city with 3 cubes.
• Remove 1 Ebola (yellow) cube from any city. If you will host a Pandemic party, remove 2 cubes from it.

Get Involved!
Make a Donation
PandemicParties.com

Host a Party of Your Own
Join other gamers around the world to combat Ebola.

Our goal is to raise $100,000 by January 31st, 2015.

All proceeds benefit Doctors Without Borders
As an action:

- Donate at PandemicParties.com
- or discard a card to move a pawn to a city with 3 cubes.
- Remove 1 Ebola (yellow) cube from any city. If you will host a Pandemic party, remove 2 cubes from it.